Preface

The book series, *Dialogues in Urban and Regional Planning*, offers a selection of the best urban planning scholarship from every region of the world, intended to help bridge language and regional gaps among planning researchers. The award-winning papers presented illustrate the concerns and the discourse of planning scholarship communities and provide a glimpse into planning theory and practice by planning academics around the world. Conceptualized at the first World Planning Schools Congress in Shanghai in 2001, the series is produced by the nine member planning school associations of the Global Planning Education Association Network (GPEAN). International distribution through the nine associations and through other means helps to make this wide-ranging material available in parts of the world where it would not normally be accessible, and will, it is hoped, help to make intellectual connections which will integrate and enrich the body of planning scholarship. The first volume in the series was released in English by Routledge in 2004 to strong reviews, and is to be published in Portuguese this year by the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, and in Spanish by Equinoccio Editorial (Venezuela).

This second *Dialogues* volume includes papers originating in five languages on six continents. They draw on local concerns but also reflect international issues, including the relationship between the economy, urban space and planning; concerns over the environment and conservation of heritage; planning processes and the nature of decision-making; the development of planning ideas; planning and transport; and the role of gender. The papers were nominated as a result of competitive processes in each of nine planning school associations, and were then selected by an International Editorial Board including representation from all the associations. Taken together, they suggest the issues seen as important today by planning educators, but also the diversity of approaches to research and practice that distinguish the world’s planning scholarship communities. We hope all those with an interest in urban and regional planning will find this collection valuable in expanding perspectives and approaches pertaining to their work.

The *Dialogues* series and this volume would not be possible without the efforts of a large group drawn from the nine planning school associations, numerous publishing houses, and universities. The members of the International Editorial
Board were vital to the selection of the papers and to editing of the volume, including: Michael Gunder, Thomas Harper, Alain Motte, Roberto Rodriguez, Willem Salet, and Anthony Yeh. They first served as participants in nine national and regional editorial committees appointed by their planning school associations to vet nominations for the project, along with: Arturo Almandoz, Peter Bikam, Hermann Bömer, David Brown, Karen Christensen, Geraldo M. Costa, Christophe Demazière, Anna Geppert, Marco Aurélio F. Gomes, Maria Flora Gonçalves, Jill Grant, Steve Hamnett, Philip Harrison, Daniel Inkoom, Alphonse Kyessi, Norma Lacerda, Lik-Meng Lee, Juan Lombardo, John Minnery, A. Mosha, Peter Ngau, Yukio Nishimura, Ken Odero, Mark Oranje, Daniel Phiri, Leonie Sandercock, David Sawicki, Glen Searle, Neil Sipe, Ian Skelton, Vesselina Trouva, Roelof Verhage, Angus Witherby, and Zhiqiang Wu. The project has greatly benefited from the vision and support of Caroline Mallinder, Kate McDevitt, Tom Hastings, and Lucy Steepe at Routledge, and we have enjoyed cooperation from the various journals and publishing houses responsible for first publication of many of the papers presented here. From these organizations we are grateful to: Alfredo Bosi, Perla Ana Bruno, Isabel Burnside, Charles L. Choguill, Anna Clifford, Jacques Donzelot, Helen Gainford, Rosemary Gilbert, Amy Helling, Jean Hillier, Jennifer Jones, Sarah King, Andrew Kirby, Peter Link, David Mainwaring, Burke Nagy, Joanne Nerland, Ronan Paddison, Tony F. Roche, Christopher Silver, Stephanie Smith, Lois Tucker, Ken Willis, and Helen Wilson. Laura Áreas Coimbra, Marie Kanayan, Mark Lutes, Roberto Rodriguez, Rubena St. Louis, and Annie Voisin were key to the project by translating four of the papers from French, Portuguese and Spanish. Finally, we have benefited from the advice and assistance of Alan Mabin of University of Witwatersrand, Tom Garne of Cardiff University, Anthony Matheny of Florida State University, and the support of Simin Davoudi, Hans Mastop and Gert de Roo of AESOP, Heloisa Costa and Ana Fernandes of ANPUR, Mickey Lauria and Chris Silver of ACSP, David Brown of ACUPP, Do Hau and Zhiqiang Wu of APSA.
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